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Try bus stops, park tables and benches
or other forms of public architecture

Wear comfortable shoes

Pause at intervals
along the way

You begin by
going for a walk
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Allow a couple of hours

Adapt these spaces as temporary
workstations

A slow pace is required

Note: Try interacting with bystanders
or others passing by
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Carry with you a
back pack of tools
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Sort plastic fragments
By size, colour and or shape
Select and order according to taste

Hand Drill; Drill Bits 1.5 & 3.5 mm; Scribe;
Wooden wedge with a hook attached; Wooden block
with screws drilled into the top; Silk thread (No. 4);
Threading needles; Pearlescent plastic beads; Glasses;
Water Bottle; Collection bags; Rubber gloves; Sun hat

Check for brittleness

Contents of Pack

Note: prepare pack contents and check off before leaving
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Pick up fragments
of hard plastic
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Drill fragments
Clamp on drilling platform
Mark out with a scribe or use the template below

Look into crevices and corners,
along the edges of things

Brittle plastics require a guide hole use 1.5 mm drill

Explore lane ways, play grounds,
car parks, keep it varied

Beads require a 3.5 mm hole
Place shavings in a bag and take with you

•

Note: Fragments evade mechanical methods
of rubbish removal, the only way to remove them
is to pick them up by hand

•

•

•

•

Sample spacing for drill holes
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Thread plastic fragments
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Repeat the process
from the beginning
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Fold the silk thread in two, tie a knot at the folded end
Thread a needle on the end without one

On your return to base

Thread the first hole with needles entering
from each side

Use the excess to thread/bead to connect
length to joiner

Pick up a bead with both needles
Then take one needle back through the same hole

Bring ends together and tie off with
a sturdy knot

Tighten the threads and continue threading

You should now have two loops

Place a bead spacer between fragments
Note: The action is a bit like a sewing machine

Continue……………
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And so on…
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Walking, sorting, drilling, threading

Until you rid the environment
of residual plastic

Note: The time it takes and the distance you travel
is dependent on the frequency of fragments you find

You are finished when
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Note:
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Beaded plastic fills the thread

You can’t do that by yourself
so next time

Allow no less than 10 cm of thread for tying off
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Minimum allowance
necessary for tying off
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Return to base
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Invite a friend to join you
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You have two options to complete the process

Meet at their house

If this is your first walk bring the ends together
and tie off

Walk their neighbourhood
Show them the process

If you want to, you can leave the process
at this point

Otherwise
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Note:
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Select one fragment on your necklace

Continue to share the process with
friends and family

And drill with a second row of holes*

Go out as a group, take a picnic create
a civic necklace

This becomes the point of attachment
for the necklace from your next walk

Invite someone you don’t know to join you
Or invite someone along you’d like to
get to know better

Feel free to follow, comment or share your experiences
seedingthecloud@blogspot.com

* This fragment becomes the joiner

Assembling your booklet
This beadbook poster has been designed to be folded into a booklet after printing. To
do this you will need to print your poster as a double-sided A3 page from Adobe Acrobat.
In Acrobat’s print dialogue box choose Layout from the dropdown menu labelled Copies
and Pages and set the Two-sided drop down menu to Long-Edge binding. After printing just
fold your double-sided sheet into quarters using the diagram on the left as a guide.

1. Take your double sided printed sheet.

2. Fold in half along the long edge.

3. Fold in half again.

